Cocoon Tribeca SLR Sling

www.cocooninnovations.com, $99.99

The Tribeca SLR sling bag is another original carrying solution from Cocoon Innovations, creators of the unique Grid-It organisational system. A digital SLR is immensely powerful in the right hands, but carrying around multiple lenses can be a cumbersome chore. The Tribeca is specifically designed to accommodate digital SLR cameras in a way that keeps your equipment well protected but at the tip of your fingers. The organic shape curves around the wearer, with two clearly defined compartments for access to the camera unit in one and two lenses in the other. There’s also a mesh pocket for memory cards and power adapters, extra space to store an mp3 player, and of course it comes with a Grid-It. Cocoon’s rubberised surface woven with elastic straps, designed to create as many pockets as many dimensions as needed.